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200 spectra produced by GMASS constitute a lasting legacy, populating the
“redshift desert” in GOODS-S.

Motivation
In 2002, the K20 survey provided the
spectroscopic redshift distribution of a
complete sample of 480 galaxies with
*
.MD NE SGD L@HM RBHDMSHjB QDRTKSR
from this survey was the discovery of a
RHFMHjB@MS ONOTK@SHNM NE L@RRHUD
K-selected galaxies at high redshift
(Cimatti et al., 2002). Their spectra
(Cimatti et al., 2004) showed that some of
these objects were indeed very massive
(1011 M) and already old (1–2 Gyr).
Around this time, deep near-infrared (NIR)
imaging surveys were also beginning
to provide evidence of a new population
of candidate massive galaxies at photometric redshifts z > 2 (Labbé et al., 2002),
barely detectable even in the deepest
optical images. The strong clustering of
these red galaxies (Daddi et al., 2003)
suggested that these were progenitors
of local, massive early-type galaxies. The
DWHRSDMBD NE @ RHFMHjB@MS ONOTK@SHNM NE
massive galaxies in the early Universe
was not predicted by semi-analytic models of hierarchical galaxy formation, in

GMASS

We report on the motivation, sample
VHOHFWLRQ DQG :UVW UHVXOWV RI RXU 9/7
FORS2 Large Programme (173.A-0687),
which has obtained the longest targeted
spectra of distant galaxies obtained so
far with the VLT. These long exposures,
up to 77 hours for objects included
in three masks, were required to detect
spectral features of extremely faint galaxies, such as absorption lines of
passive galaxies at z > 1.4, a population
that had previously escaped attention
due to its faintness in the optical wavelength regime, but which represents
a critical phase in the evolution of massive galaxies. The ultra-deep spectroscopy allowed us to estimate the stellar
metallicity of star-forming galaxies at
z ~ 2, to trace colour bimodality up to
z = 2 and to characterise a galaxy cluster
progenitor at z = 1.6. The approximately
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Figure 1. 3GD KNB@SHNM NE SGD
W
@QBLHMTSD jDKC
of GMASS (red), relative to the ACS coverage of
&..#2 2 AK@BJ A@BJFQNTMC SGD jDKC NE SGD *
survey (yellow) and the Hubble Ultra Deep Field
(green).

which the most massive systems form
relatively late through a slow process of
merging of smaller galaxies. Together
with the small and slow evolution in the
K-selected galaxy population up to z of
•
HS ADB@LD BKD@Q SG@S LNRS L@R sive) galaxy assembly occurred at z
In order to study the physical and evolutionary status of typical Milky Way mass
(M*) galaxies in this redshift range, we
proposed to obtain ultra-deep spectroscopy with FORS2 at the VLT. As emission
lines move out of the optical window
and the redshift measurement, especially
for the passive galaxies, depends on
absorption features in the continuum,
there are few galaxies known in the
redshift range of interest, 1.3 < z
which has traditionally been known as
the redshift desert.
The location chosen for the survey (Figure 1) was GOODS-S in the Chandra
Deep Field South, because of the avail able
deep optical Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) imaging and near-infrared
imaging with the Very Large Telescope
5+3 (2 " HMRSQTLDMS 3GHR jDKC VNTKC
also contain the planned Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Ultra Deep Field (UDF)
and contained part of the K20 survey.
The proposed deep spectroscopy would
be complementary to the VIMOS and
FORS2 public spectroscopy surveys carQHDC NTS AX $2. HM SGD &..#2 2 jDKC
which had shorter integration times and
therefore targeted more luminous objects.
Including overheads and pre-imaging,
the total time requested for the programme
V@R
GNTQR HM SVN RDLDRSDQR

Sample selection and mask design
For the target selection, we took advantage of the very recent Spitzer/IRAC
BNUDQ@FD NE &..#2 2 3GD (1 "
L
…
OGNSNLDSQX VGHBG R@LOKDR SGD l L
…
rest-frame for the targeted redshift range,
enabled us to select on mass more reliably than possible with the K-band. We
combined all available photometry from
U A@MC SN
…L SN NAS@HM OGNSNLDSQHB
redshifts for the 1277 unblended sources
CDSDBSDC @S
L
… SN L AB = 23.0). These
1277 sources constitute the GMASS sample. Of this sample, we selected objects
for spectroscopy according to the following constraints: zphot > 1.4 and BAB < 26

Our observational strategy for the blue
masks followed the conventional optical
one of having two offset positions so
as to be able to correct for bad pixels, with
each offset position exposed for half an
hour. For the red masks, for which many
variable sky emission lines make backFQNTMC RTASQ@BSHNM CHEjBTKS VD TRDC ENTQ
offset positions, each exposed for
LHMTSDR #TQHMF QDCTBSHNM VD BNL puted the median value of the four positions for each pixel, which provided a reliable representation of the background.
After subtraction of this background, the
SVN CHLDMRHNM@K RODBSQ@ VDQD QDBSHjDC
and combined (taking into account the
respective offsets). The remaining sky-line
QDRHCT@KR VDQD jSSDC @KNMF SGD BNKTLMR
and subtracted from the combined
image. The resulting spectra have very
low sky-line contamination, even above
Ä 6D @KRN SNNJ B@QD SN HMSDQONK@SD
only once during the entire reduction
process, to minimise any noise introduced
by this process.

Figure 2. Histogram of photometric (grey), previously
known spectroscopic redhsifts (blue) and spectroscopic redshifts resulting from GMASS (red) in
SGD &, 22 jDKC KRN RGNVM HR SGD ODQBDMS@FD NE
known spectroscopic redshifts determined by
GMASS (black dots).

Redshifts obtained
After extracting the one-dimensional
RODBSQ@ @MC jSSHMF SGD @ARNQOSHNM @MC
emission line features, 130 new redshifts
at z > 1.4 were obtained. In addition,
37 new redshifts at z < 1.4 were obtained
and more than twenty formerly known
QDCRGHESR VDQD BNMjQLDC @MC HM LNRS
cases, determined with higher accuracy.
The fraction of redshifts successfully
determined for the targets observed is
@ANTS
3GD R@LD MTLADQ @OOKHDR SN
the fraction of targets with photometric
redshifts z
SG@S VDQD BNMjQLDC AX
spectroscopy to have z > 1.4 (a few of
the galaxies from the spectroscopic sample were included erroneously and are
not considered in this fraction). Figure 2
shows a histogram of the photometric
and known spectroscopic redshifts in the
&, 22 jDKC KRN RGNVM HR SGD EQ@BSHNM
of known spectroscopic redshifts provided by GMASS, which increases from
SN
ADSVDDM QDCRGHESR
@MC

1.8, and is 100% for most bins in the
range 1.8 < z < 2.9.

Superdense passive galaxies at z > 1.4
One of the main purposes of GMASS
was to discover (spectroscopically) and
study passive galaxies in the redshift
desert. Although this desert is no longer
as empty as before, the galaxies known
in this redshift range are mostly UVselected (Steidel et al., 2000) and therefore actively star-forming galaxies. Using
IRAC selection, we were able, instead,
to uncover 13 passive galaxies in the
range 1.39 < z < 1.99. Their spectra (see
Figure 3) are similar to those of other old
passive galaxies at z > 1, such as that of
V
@S z
#TMKNO DS @K
We obtained a high signal-to-noise
stacked spectrum (shown in Figure 4) by
averaging all 13 individual spectra, assigning the same weight to each spectrum

/DQBDMS@FD QDRTKSHMF EQ NL &, 22
/GNSNLD SQHB Q DCRGHE S
2ODBSQ NRBNOHB QDCRGHE S
2ODBSQ NRBNOHB QDCRGHE S E QNL &, 22

- Y @MC ODQBDMS@FD

and IAB < 26, excluding all objects for
which spectroscopy was already available or planned. This spectroscopic sample
contains 221 galaxies. Subsequently,
VD HCDMSHjDC SVN RTAR@LOKDR RDKDBSHMF
so-called blue galaxies that were expected to have strong absorption lines
below 6000 Å for the masks to be
observed with the 300V grism (the blue
masks); and red galaxies to be observed
with the 300I grism (the red masks). For
SGD jQRS SVN OHKNS L@RJR VD RDKDBSDC SGD
brightest targets from both subsamples.
2TARDPTDMSKX VD jKKDC SVN AKTD @MC SVN
red masks with fainter targets, allocating
open spaces to targets already included in
other masks, or otherwise to targets from
the GMASS sample without spectroscopic
redshifts. In total, 211 (174) objects from
the GMASS (spectroscopic) sample were
included in one or more masks (38 objects
VDQD HMBKTCDC HM SVN L@RJR @MC jUD
in three). The total exposure times for the
L@RJR VDQD
G
G @MC
G ENQ SGD
AKTD @MC
G
G @MC
G ENQ SGD QDC
masks.

/GNSNLDS QHB FQDX NQ RODBS QNRBNOHB BNKNTQ DC Q DCRGHE S
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Figure 3. Individual spectra of six of the thirteen passive galaxies with GMASS spectra (blue). The spectra are very similar to the overlayed spectrum (red) of
SGD NKC F@K@WX +!#2 V
@S z
#TMKNO DS
al., 1996). Shown on the right are 3.7 x 3.7 arcsecond BVI stamp images, constructed from HST/ACS
images.

after normalisation in the 2600–3100 Å
wavelength range. The stacked spectrum
was compared with various libraries of
synthetic spectra to estimate the age of
the stellar population. In practice, using
the observed rest-frame UV spectrum
only, provides an estimate of the time
elapsed since the last major episode of
star formation. Since a degeneracy exists
between the effects of age and metallicity,
we calculated ages for a range of metalKHBHSHDR jMCHMF ADRS jS @FDR ADSVDDM
and 2.8 Gyr for metallicities Z
SN
0.2 Z 6D @KRN jSSDC RXMSGDSHB RODBSQ@
to the available photometry (11 bands,
including HST/ACS BVIz, VLT/ISAAC JHKs,
@MC 2OHSYDQ (1 "
…
L @MC
derived a mean age, mass, and upper limit
to the star formation rate (SFR) of 1.1 Gyr,
W 10 M, and 0.2 M /yr respectively.
Owing to the depth of the spectroscopy, it
was possible to study galaxies that span
a wide range in stellar mass: from very
massive 1011 M galaxies to systems of
only 1010 M . Our analysis of the ages
indicate that the bulk of the stars in these
passively evolving galaxies must have
formed at 2 < z < 3, which is in excellent
agreement with the evidence found for
early-types observed at 0 < z < 1, as well
as for recent observations of early-types
at z > 1.4.
UHRT@K BK@RRHjB@SHNM AX DXD NE SGD "2
images shows that the majority of passive
galaxies have a spheroidal morphology
typical of early-type galaxies (Figure 3).
For data acquired with the reddest availaAKD "2 jKSDQ VD LNCDKKDC SGD RTQE@BD
AQHFGSMDRR CHRSQHATSHNM AX jSSHMF @ 2DQR0B
OQNjKD @ESDQ SGD ONHMS ROQD@C ETMBSHNM
(PSF) was determined from ten stars in the
jDKC ,NRS NE SGD O@RRHUD F@K@WHDR G@UD
a Sersíc index n > 2, indicating that the
bulk of the light from the galaxy comes
from a bulge component. The galaxy radii
are in the range 0.6–3.2 kpc with a mean
Figure 4. The stacked average spectrum of the thirteen passive GMASS galaxies (black) overlayed with
SGD ADRS jS RXMSGDSHB RODBSQTL QDC EQNL SGD LNCDKR
NE ,@Q@RSNM

Figure 5. Density maps of galaxies at z = 1.6 in the
&..#2 2 jDKC %HKKDC BNMSNTQR @QD A@RDC NM
GOODS/MUSIC (Grazian et al., 2006) photometric
QDCRGHESR HMCHB@SDC AX jKKDC BHQBKDR @MC RNKHC @MC
dashed contours are based on spectroscopic redshifts from GMASS and ESO/GOODS (indicated by
crosses). Small dots indicate galaxies in the GMASS
catalogue outside the redshift spike. Additional symbols are plotted according to morphology: elliptical
galaxies (circles), spiral galaxies (squares) or irregulars (triangles). Diamonds indicate those galaxies in
the overdensity at z = 1.6 not in the GMASS sample.
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$KKH OSHB@K
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-NS HM &, 22 R@LOK
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leads to an estimated sub-mm/mm gal@WX CTSX BXBKD NE ]
&XQ 2,&R L@X
therefore represent rapid and highly
dissipative major mergers at z > 2, which
become compact, superdense remnants
that evolve almost passively at z < 2.

#DBKHM@SHNM )

t

t
The other question is how superdense
galaxies at z ~ 2 migrated to the sizemass relation at z ~ 0. One possibility is
dissipationless (or dry) merging: according to some models, this process can
increase the size and mass of a system
without altering the stellar population
content. The increase in size is expected
to depend on the orbital properties and
the mass of the merging system, with the
most massive galaxies increasing their
size more strongly than their less massive
counterparts. If the mass-dependent size
evolution is applicable, most GMASS
passive galaxies would be the progenitors of early-types that today have stellar
masses 1011 M < M < 1012 M , i.e. the
most massive E/S0 systems at z = 0.
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of 1.4 kpc. These values are much smaller
than those observed in early-type galaxies
of the same stellar mass in the local
Universe. The small sizes that we measure
are neither due to an unresolved central
source, nor due to our imaging being
in the rest-frame mid-UV (several authors
have demonstrated that the sizes of spheroidal galaxies do not vary substantially as
a function of wavelength). The measured
galaxy sizes are smaller by a factor of
two to three compared with z ~ 0 galaxies,
implying that the stellar mass surface density of passive galaxies at < z > ~ 1.6 is
jUD SN SDM SHLDR GHFGDQ 2TBG RTODQCDMRD
early-type galaxies with radii > 1 kpc are
extremely rare in the local Universe (Shen
et al., 2003).

R

R

R

)

3GHR RHFMHjB@MS CHEEDQDMBD HM RHYD Q@HRDR
SVN PTDRSHNMR jQRSKX GNV CHC SGDRD RL@KK
systems form, and what mechanisms
can explain their growth in size in the
past 10 Gyr? The derived constraints on
the age, star formation history, and stellar
masses indicate that intense star formation (SFR > 100 M/yr) must have
taken place at z > 2. Among the possible
precursor candidates, only sub-mm/mmselected galaxies (SMGs) have sizes
and mass surface densities comparable
to those of the passive galaxies at
1.4 < z < 2. In addition, the correlation
lengths and estimated masses of these
two populations are similar. SMGs are,
however, an order of magnitude rarer
than these passive descendants, which

An overdensity of galaxies at z = 1.6
Several spikes in the histogram of galaxy
QDCRGHESR HM SGD &..#2 2 jDKC @QD JMNVM
The overdensity of one of the highest
redshift spikes, at z = 1.6, was described
in Castellano et al. (2007). Within the
large-scale overdensity, a peak was discerned that would evolve into a cluster
of galaxies, although from the evidence
at z = 1.6 the structure is unlikely to be
virialised. Since the peak is located in our
jDKC &, 22 @CCDC
F@K@WHDR VHSG
BNMjQLDC z = 1.6 redshifts to the ten previously known (from ESO/GOODS specSQNRBNOX 6D BNMjQL SG@S SGDQD HR @
RHFMHjB@MS M@QQNV ROHJD HM SGD CHRSQHATSHNM
of spectroscopic redshifts at z = 1.610,
which forms an overdensity in redshift
space by a factor of six. The velocity
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Figure 6. 3GD @UDQ@FD BNLAHMDC RODBSQTL NE
star-forming GMASS galaxy spectra. Lines indicate
interstellar rest-frame mid-UV absorption features
(dotted), photospheric absorption features (dot–
short dash), and C III 1909 Å emission (dot–long
dash).

1HW DS @ K
Ä HMCDW

1DRS EQ@LD V @UDKDMFS G Ä

CHRODQRHNM NE SGDRD
F@K@WHDR HR
km/s, which should increase with redshift
to become comparable with that of a
cluster of galaxies. The redshift distribution is not Gaussian, but rather bimodal
with a primary peak at z = 1.610 and a
secondary at z = 1.602. Although we do
MNS CDSDBS RHFMHjB@MS RO@SH@K RDO@Q@SHNM
between the primary and secondary
peaks, this may be additional evidence
that the structure is not yet virialised.
Towards the northern part of the GMASS
jDKC SGD RTQE@BD CDMRHSX NE ROHJD F@K@WHDR
HR jUD SHLDR GHFGDQ SG@M HM SGD QDL@HMCDQ
NE SGD jDKC 3GD OQNODQSHDR NE ROHJD F@K
axies in this high density region are different from those outside: the mean age
and mass are higher, while the mean star
ENQL@SHNM Q@SD 2%1 @MC RODBHjB 2%1
(SFR per unit mass) are lower. Six out of
the eight passive galaxies in the spike are
in this region, three of which appear to
form a sub-group of size smaller than
90 kpc. This group of passive galaxies is
not located at the peak of the surface
CDMRHSX NE ROHJD F@K@WHDR %HFTQD
ATS
about 800 kpc away. The available
NIR imaging allows a colour-magnitude
CH@FQ@L NE SGD F@K@WHDR VHSG BNMjQLDC
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redshifts to be compiled using the J-K
colour, which brackets the 4000 Å break
at this redshift. We detect a red sequence,
which is consistent with a theoretical
sequence of galaxies that formed their
stars in a short burst at z = 3.
3GHR HR SGD jQRS @MC NMKX RSQTBSTQD NE SGHR
nature known: its redshift is higher than
that of any known galaxy cluster and
the structure contains spectroscopically
BNMjQLDC QDC D@QKX SXOD F@K@WHDR (SR
irregularity in angular and redshift space,
including at least two localised higher
density peaks, suggests that the structure is still relaxing, which is consistent
with its low X-ray emission. Since this
structure exhibits some of the properties
typical of clusters, it may be the progenitor of a cluster of galaxies, observed at
its assembly.

Other results from GMASS
Apart from the two projects described
above, published in Cimatti et al. (2008)
and Kurk et al. (submitted), two other
papers based on GMASS spectra are

published. In Halliday et al. (2008), we
study the stellar metallicity of galaxies at
z ] TRHMF @ RS@BJDC RODBSQTL NE
star-forming galaxies (see Figure 6), corresponding to a total integration time
NE
GNTQR 6HSG SGHR RODBSQTL HS V@R
ONRRHAKD ENQ SGD jQRS SHLD SN LD@RTQD
the iron abundance and thus the stellar
metallicity at a median redshift of
z = 1.88. We constrain the metallicity to
log(Z/Z l
Ÿ
"@RR@S@ DS @K
(2008) describe the colour bimodality
in the galaxy population up to very high
QDCRGHESR 6D jMC SG@S SGD QDC RDPTDMBD
of passive galaxies is recognisable up
to z ~ 2, but then disappears. In addition,
Daddi et al. (2007a,b) used GMASS spectra, in combination with other spectra
of distant galaxies, to study star formation and obscured active galactic nuclei
(AGN). Several more papers are in preparation, describing the survey strategy
and resulting redshifts (Kurk et al.), the
morphological analysis (Cassata et al.)
and dust properties of galaxies up to
z]
3GD OTAKHRGDC &, 22 RODBSQ@
will be publicly available through the ESO
GOODS website, forming a lasting legacy
for studies of high redshift galaxies.
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